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Hydro-Force Series

X-10SW Hand-held Sprayer

Patent pending

• Gun-grip handle
• Replaceable nozzle tip
• High pressure hose
• Washable backpack

Description
The X-10SW provides the ability to utilize 

the X-10C Chemical Cylinder with a hand-held 
sprayer. The X-10SW sprayer has a pressure 
washer gun-grip handle with replaceable nozzle 
spray tip. The gun grip handle is furnished with a 
one-piece high pressure hose and fittings to match 
the X-10C Chemical Cylinder. High pressure 
swivel fittings allow easy wand movement and ei-
ther right- or left-hand operation. All X-10C safety 
features are retained. There is only one releasable 
connector that attaches to the X-10C Chemical 
Cylinder. The X-10SW includes a safety chain to 
retain the high pressure hose should the connector 
become disconnected under pressure. The X-10C 
Chemical Cylinder can be conveniently carried in 
a washable backpack carrier. The X-10C is easily 
removed from the carrier for refilling.

Operation
The X-10SW consists of a one-piece sprayer 

with high pressure hose, X-10C mating connector 
with safety chain, two interchangeable spray tips, 
and the washable backpack carrier. Verify that the 
X-10C Chemical Cylinder valve is closed before 

attempting to attach the X-10SW hose. Carefully 
attach the X-10SW hose and verify that the con-
nector is properly seated. Attach the X-10SW 
safety chain to the hole in the X-10C pressure 
gauge shroud. DO NOT open the X-10C Chemi-
cal Cylinder valve until you are preparing to use 
the X-10SW sprayer. Pressurize the sprayer by 
carefully opening the X-10C Chemical Cylinder 
valve while observing the built-in pressure gauge. 
CAUTION: ALWAYS point the X-10SW/X-10C 
connector away from you and in a safe direction 
before opening the X-10C valve.

After using the X-10SW, immediately close 
the X-10C Chemical Cylinder valve to stop fur-
ther chemical flow to the wand. After closing the    
X-10C valve, the handheld wand must be sprayed 
in a safe direction to release the remaining hose 
pressure. The pepper spray residue in the hose 
may drip if not contained.

Warnings
The X-10SW Hand Held Sprayer must not be 

used by any officer until that officer has received 
training in X-10SW operation and the officer has 
also test fired the X-10SW.
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IMPORTANT - The X-10SW is a high pressure gas less-lethal weapon. Careful 
handling and proper training is required. The X-10SW high pressure hose contains Oleo-
resin Capsicum (pepper spray) under high pressure when the X-10C valve is opened. 
The pressure MUST BE RELEASED BEFORE the hose is disconnected. When the 
X-10SW hose is disconnected from the X-10C Chemical Cylinder, be careful that no 
pepper spray chemical residue drips from the high pressure hose connector.

X-10SW — X-10 cylinder in backpack with sprayer 
connected to hose

Gun-grip sprayer with interchangeable nozzle tips


